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Abstract
The creation of 3-D characters for games has always been one of infinite 

complexities. For a beginner, creating a 3-D game character can feel impossible. 
Watching a tutorial on the subject may only prove to frustrate the creator even more. 
As an aspiring 3-D artist for several years, it has often felt impossible to understand 
how 3-D characters are made. Watching tutorials can help to understand certain 
processes that are a part of the bigger picture. However, if one doesn’t understand 
how what was watched on YouTube fits into the bigger picture, then they will be just 
as lost as before. This research paper was created to alleviate this problem for other 
aspiring artists who want to become 3-D character artists. The goal of this research 
is to simplify the process so that a beginner can understand the steps to create a 
character. The workflow defined in this paper will help a beginning artist or hobbyist 
to understand the process of creating 3-D characters. The workflow will consist 
of the programs MakeHuman, Marvelous Designer, Autodesk Maya, ZBrush, and 
Substance Painter. Tutorials on most processes explained here have been linked in 
the appendix for reference. Definitions of the programs used and industry terms will 
also be in the appendix for reference.
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Image 1: Concept Art for the Character Created.
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Introduction 
This paper intends to help the beginning character artist better understand the 

workflows that allow them to create amazing characters. While specifically focusing 
on the process of creating humanoid characters, the fundamentals of this workflow 
can aid in the creation of any character type. Mastering the fundamentals of any craft 
is key in helping anyone to reach their true aspirations, and that will be no different 
in this 3-D medium. The processes discussed below may seem complex to the 
beginning 3-D artist. For that reason, it is recommended that a complete beginner to 
the world of 3-D art take a step back and learn the basics first. There are lots of useful 
tutorials and guides out there to start a beginning 3-D artist hopeful off on the right 
foot. It is strongly recommended that any beginning artist does not jump straight 
to doing character art. It is the fun part for a lot of artists, however, if the artist does 
not understand the basics, then the processes that follow will likely be lost on them 
and leave them frustrated. It would also be useful to familiarize oneself with all of the 
programs being used in this workflow as they all play important roles in character 
creation.

There are many challenges that a beginning 3-D Character artist may face. 
One may be that frustration is setting in because the warning given in the first 
paragraph was not taken seriously and the artist decided to skip to what they really 
wanted to do on day one. Other challenges may be financial, learning the craft can 
be very expensive depending on the learning style of the artist. Some tutorials online 
may be very helpful to one group of artists, while not at all helpful to another group. 
Paid tutorials are an option and being educated through secondary schooling is one 
as well, however, these two options can be very expensive, secondary schooling 
being much more expensive. Another issue can be getting access to the software that 
will be needed to create 3-D characters. Most, if not all, of the software costs a of 
money to get licensing to use. Zbrush individual licenses can cost $39.95 a month 
or $359 annually, it is possible to get this licensing through a university license, 
however, these are shared and are not freely available at any time. This leads back 
to YouTube tutorials on the subject because a lot of these tutorials will have you in 
Industry Standard and expensive software. This doesn’t mean that good free software 
is not out there, it is. One of the biggest in this area is Blender, which does have lots 
of online tutorials and forums to teach users about creating 3-D art in the program. 

The last and possibly the most important challenge an aspiring 3-D character 
artist may run into is being able to afford hardware capable of doing the job. Unless 
the artist already has a decent computer lying around, chances are they’ll need to 
go buy one, which will not be cheap. At the time of writing, a good computer for 
running all of the software discussed will cost at least $1500. There is rarely a free 
option in this area for most individuals. Acknowledging all of this, this paper will still 
attempt to walk an aspiring 3-D character artist through the process to help them 
understand what this process even looks like, as most beginners likely would not 
know where to start.
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Setting up the Base Model
The first workflow step is to set up the base model of the character. There are 

lots of ways to get a base model; detailed below we will be using a free application 
called MakeHuman. The reason for using MakeHuman is to allow for the easy 
creation of a base model with appropriate proportions. It is recommended that a 
concept image be used as a guide. Begin by opening up the MakeHuman application. 
In MakeHuman, adjust the model until it is as close to the concept as possible. 
Note, do not add any clothes or hair to this model, as that will all be done in later 
processes. Once the model is satisfactory, navigate to the export options, and in the 
“Mesh Format” setting, select either Filmbox (fbx) or Wavefront (obj). These will be 
the file types that MakeHuman is able to export models as, and are two of the most 
common file types for 3-D models. The easiest way to explain them is that fbx will 
export with any information that is tied to it, this includes rigs & textures. The obj 
file type will export with only the 3-D mesh geometry and nothing more.

Image 2: MakeHuman Character Base Model.
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The next step in the process is to import the MakeHuman model that was 
exported from MakeHuman into the program Marvelous Designer. Marvelous 
Designer is being used here because it will allow for clothing to be created and fitted 
right onto the model, and have believable folds. This step is not nearly as simple 
as the last, and how long it will take is entirely based on the creator’s skill level. 
Depending on the complexity of the outfit being created, it could take somewhere 
between 8 to 16 hours to complete. Create the clothes of the character to resemble 
concept or reference images as closely as possible. Once the character’s outfit is fully 
created and fitted it is time to prep the outfit for exporting from Marvelous Designer. 
One by one, select each of the patterns found in the 2D Pattern Window, right-click 
on the pattern on the model in the 3-D window, and choose the “remeshing” option. 
Right-click that same pattern again and choose the “Quadrangulate” option. These 
steps will ensure that each garment piece is made up of polygons and not triangles. 
Generally, when working with 3-D models it is better to have polygons over 
triangles, since polygons are overall easier to work with.

Now to export the pieces for use in the next step of the process, select each 
piece of a garment, and choose export “OBJ (Selected).” Choose a single object and 
the thin option, then hit “OK.” The scale option may need to be played with a bit to 
make sure it fits the model properly in other applications, such as Maya or Zbrush. 
Do this for each garment piece. The final step involves bringing the exported 
garment meshes into Maya. Select each garment and its pieces and choose to merge 
by distance. This should weld the pieces of a garment into one single piece instead 
of multiple pieces that make up the garment. This step could be done in Zbrush, 
however, it was easiest to visualize the change after the merge in Maya. Export each 
now-hole garment piece from Maya, and the character and their clothes are ready to 
be detailed. A couple of tutorials for Marvelous Designer will be linked below.

Image 3: Marvelous Designer Clothing Being Made.
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Sculpting/Modeling the Character

This step can be done in Maya, Zbrush, or Blender. For this project, it was 
done in Zbrush. After exporting the clothing from Maya, import them and the base 
model from MakHuman into Zbrush, ensuring that the clothes fit the model properly 
before continuing. Making sure the clothes fit properly can be finicky and may take 
a lot of trial and error before getting things right. Simply scaling the clothes to fit 
can work, however, it is recommended to have the clothes come into Zbrush at the 
correct scale from the start, which may require changing the export measurement 
of the garments from Marvelous. Once the clothes fit properly, with each individual 
piece of clothing, use the ZModler tool in ZBrush to extrude all faces inside the 
mesh, as much as personally preferred; this will flip the normals of all the faces, 
turning them invisible. Now go and flip the normal of the garment. The piece now 
has thickness and is ready for sculpted detail. 

At this point, sculpt the character and clothing to match the concept or 
reference image being used. In this project, the model of the character without 
the clothes was detailed first. Once they were taken care of, the garment itself was 
sculpted on and given the detail and adjustments needed to bring it closer to the 
concept image. This process will likely define what the final product looks like, so 
taking the time necessary to ensure everything looks great before considering this 
step finished is vital. When all detailing is finished, the next decision needs to be 
made: how will this character be textured? In this project, the textures were separated 
into textures for clothes and clothes for the body. 

Merge all of your garments subtools into one subtool and export them from 
Zbrush as an fbx. Now do the same for the body. Note, it is standard for hair and 
eyes to be separate as well. Export everything else accordingly, making sure to 
name each thing “High Poly” or something along those lines to ensure that there 

Image 4: Zbrush Character with Final Details.
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is no confusion later on. These “High Poly” models will be used to bake detail 
onto the “Low Poly” models that will be created in the next step. Now go back to 
before everything was combined and decimate each piece to the point where the 
polycount goes down, but the general shape of the mesh is maintained. This leads to 
the next section about retopologizing the character. Once everything is decimated 
properly, export each piece. Naming these files something like “Decimated” should 
help identify these as decimated meshes. This is where good file organization will 
be helpful in lessening possible confusion amongst all the files that have likely been 
acquired throughout this process thus far. When everything is exported, it is time for 
the next step. Tutorials on getting started sculpting in ZBrush are linked below.

Retopologizing the Character

Retopology is a very important step. It is likely that the high poly meshes 
that were exported in the last step had too many and too messy polygons (100k+ 
polys) to be efficiently animated, let alone useable in a game environment. This is 
the reason that decimating the model and pieces in the last step was vital. As an 
added benefit, it will be easier on the program being used for the retopology process. 
Import the decimated meshes into Maya to begin the retopology process. Select 
any of the meshes imported into the scene and activate live mode. This will allow 
polygons made with the Quad Draw tool in Maya to be able to snap to its surface, 
which will allow the finished mesh to match the shape of the original or “live” object. 
The next step would be to open the Quad Draw tool and start retopologizing. One 
of the best practices in retopology is to first look for parts of the mesh to place loops, 
then fill in the hole from there. Do this for each mesh that was imported into the 
scene. Once each mesh has been retopologized, it is time to UV the character. A 
couple of tutorials showing the retopology process are linked below.

Setting up the UVs for the Character

The process of setting up the UVs for the character can be complex but 
necessary for modern workflows that use Physically Based Rendering (PBR) programs 
like Substance Painter. The way that an artist will want to UV their character will 
depend on the purpose that this character will serve and the limitations of it within 
its final destination. For example, characters being made for a mobile game may 
have all of their UVs laid out into one square to lessen the amount of materials that 
need to be loaded within the game. For the purposes of this exercise, the character 
created here will be UV-ed by selecting each piece of clothing and carefully cutting, 
unwrapping, and laying out these UVs to the point that they are evenly spaced and 
make sense. Depending on how many materials the character is allowed to have 
(the mobile game character in the example), each separate piece of the character 
should be grouped with other pieces or by themselves. The difference between these 
two options is that one option will ensure that each clothing piece has the highest 
texture quality possible, and the other will allow for the use of fewer materials and 
the lower cost of a lesser-quality texture. There are points in a development cycle in 
which both of these strategies will be useful. For creating a character for the practice 
of character creation, it is recommended that you make all textures as high quality 
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as possible, which will ensure that every part of your character looks fully realized 
and stunning. Meaning each separate part of a character will have their own UV 
layout and materials applied to them individually. When the UVs are finished, it is 
recommended to export the models as done at the end of the “Sculpting/Modeling 
the Character” section. Make sure to apply 4 separate materials with non-overlapping 
UVs: one for all the clothing, the body, the eyes, and the hair. Now it is time to 
export the character. Select all pieces of the character in Maya, then choose to 
export them using the naming convention “Low Poly.” A couple of good UV layout 
tutorials will be linked below to allow for deeper explanation and visualization of this 
process. 

Texturing the Character 

Once the artist has decided and committed to a UV layout strategy, it is time 
for possibly one of the most complex steps in this entire workflow. The last two 
steps in the character creation workflow, retopology and UV’s, have been complex 
but completely technical at the core. However, texturing is left completely to the 
interpretation of the artist. While there are technical aspects, getting the character to 
the final stage visually will depend on the direction of the concept and how pleasing it 
looks. There will be challenges trying to match things up perfectly to how they may 
have first been envisioned or how things are portrayed in the concept art. 

The character created in this project was textured within Substance Painter. 
Once the “Low Poly” character model is imported into Substance Painter this is where 
the naming conventions from earlier will come into play. The “High Poly” character 
models that were exported from ZBrush earlier will need to be baked onto the “Low 
Poly” character in Substance. Choose to Bake Mesh Maps in the “Texture Set Settings” 
window and in the “High Definition Meshes” box, open the file of the corresponding 

Image 5: Textured Character in Substance Painter.
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high poly model for this material. This will give the character all the detail that 
was sculpted on it in Zbrush. After the baking is complete, it is time to texture the 
character accordingly. A couple of tutorials for texturing characters will be linked 
below to show possible ways to texture them.

Conclusion
This wraps up the character creation process. A base mesh was created, and 

from that, a finished character is born, ready to be rigged, animated, and eventually 
flung into a game. This character has been dressed, sculpted, polished, retopologized, 
UV-ed, and finally textured. Rigging, which has not been mentioned in the slightest, 
would likely be the next logical step after the texturing process. Following the 
rigging process, the character would be able to be animated. This is one of the many 
workflows through which remarkable 3-D characters are created. Easier and more 
difficult workflows exist, and there will always be new things to learn with each 
character an artist creates. However, what was presented here should help the reader 
understand what a decent character creation workflow looks like and allow them to 
grow as a 3-D character artist.

Appendix
Autodesk Maya or Maya

- Autodesk Maya is a 3-D computer graphics application that is used to 
create assets for interactive 3-D apps, animated films, TV series, and video 
games. 

Base Model
- A base model is a model, typically humanoid, that is used as a starting 

point in the process of 3-D modeling in order to save the time of 
rebuilding the same thing repeatedly.

Blender
- Blender is a free and open-source 3-D computer graphics software toolset 

used for creating animated films, visual effects, art, 3-D printed models, 
motion graphics, and computer games.

Decimate or Decimation
- To decimate a model is to reduce the model’s Polycount in an effort to 

make the model more easily processed in other applications.
MakeHuman

- MakeHuman is a free and open-source 3-D computer graphics middleware 
designed for prototyping photorealistic humanoids. 

Marvelous Designer or Marvelous or MD
- Marvelous Designer is a powerful 3-D computer graphics software used 

to create 3-D clothes for us in film, television, game development and 
interior design.

Marvelous Designer Tutorials
- Marvelous Designer Beginner Course – Part 1 – The Basics By: veryveig

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eGi_NGSW3Zs&ab_
channel=veryveig
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- Marvelous Designer Beginner Course - Part 2 - Creating an Outfit By: 
veryveig

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I00JpX3A4dc&ab_
channel=veryveig

Poly or Polycount
- In the world of 3-D art, Polys are used to define the density of a digital 

model made of polygons. The Higher the polycount or “High Poly” a 
model has, the more polygons the model is made of. The Lower the 
polycount or “Low Poly” a model is, the fewer polygons the model is made 
of. 

Retopology or Retopologize
- The process of converting high polycount models into models with lower 

polycounts. 
Retopology Tutorials

- Maya Retopology: Ultimate Beginner’s Guide By: JL Mussi
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PFmbSPSc0dk&t=543s&ab_

channel=JLMussi
- Retopology for Beginners in Maya by: FlippedNormals

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xpDWta5O3n8&t=57s&ab_
channel=FlippedNormals

Rig or Rigging
- The process of Rigging in the digital 3-D space is the placing of digital 

bones within a 3-D model to enable the model to move or animate. 
Substance Painter

- Substance painter is a 3-D computer graphics program that is used to 
texture 3-D objects in real time.

Texturing Tutorials
- Substance Painter for Beginners Tutorial By: JL Mussi

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2MOx1Iteik&t=3480s&ab_
channel=JLMussi

- Texturing your First Game Asset in Substance Painter [BEGINNER 
TUTORIAL] By: Stylized Station

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLfKU4yrlFM&ab_
channel=StylizedStation

- Substance Painter Tutorial for Beginners - Intro to Basic Texturing By: 
Stylized Station

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJlr0ltRpm4&ab_
channel=StylizedStation

UV Map or UVs or UV
- UV mapping is the process of projecting a 2D image onto a 3-D model’s 

surface for texture.
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UV Mapping Tutorials
- UV Map Anything in 5 Minutes with Maya by: On Mars 3-D

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5Co6SuzoQw&t=214s&ab_
channel=OnMars3-D

- Maya tips & tricks - Straighten UVs by 3-D Hacks
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDeBeYxn8Jg&ab_channel=3-

DHacks
- Maya Beginner Modeling Tutorial – UV Unwrap By: Alex Cheparev

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VHUJ-kte1n8&t=1025s&ab_
channel=AlexCheparev

Zbrush
- Zbrush is a digital sculpting tool that combines 3-D/2.5D modeling, 

texturing, and painting.
Zbrush Sculpting Tutorials

- Zbrush tutorial for absolute beginners by Wekster’s Geeky Stuff
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qJGX_o6-qU&ab_

channel=Wekster%27sGeekyStuff
- Getting Started with Sculpting - ZBrush for Beginners Tutorial By: 

FlippedNormals
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_yKGfcp2z3k&t=54s&ab_

channel=FlippedNormals
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